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Two nonisomorphic Abelian p-groups, A and A’, are constructed such that A and 
/i’ are p”.! ‘-projective and Tor(/l, G) is isomorphic to Tor(A ‘, G) for all reduced p- 
groups G. 
The fiftieth open problem raised by. Fuchs in [2] is: Relate the Abelian 
groups A and A’ if Tor(A, G) z Tor(A ‘, G) for all reduced G. In 151, Hill 
proved that for torsion Abelian groups A and A’: if Tor(A, G) z Tor(A’, G) 
for all reduced G then IA ] = IA’] = m, @,,A z @,,4’, pcCA rp”A’ and A 
and A ’ have the same Ulm invariants. From this he proved that if A is 
totally projective then so is A ’ and hence A z A ‘. He stated that there was 
no known example of two nonisomorphic torsion groups A and A’ with 
Tor(A, G) z Tor(A’, G) for all reduced G. 
In 141, Irwin et al. showed that for a special class of p”” ‘-projective p- 
groups if Tor(A, G) s Tor(A’: G) for all totally projective p-groups G then 
A r A’. They also indicated that there was no known example of two 
nonisomorphic p“’ ” -projective p-groups A and A’ with Tor(A, G) z 
Tor(A’, G) for all totally projective p-groups G. 
In this paper we will give an example of two nonisomorphic separable, 
P “+‘-projective p-groups A and A’ such that Tor(A, G) 2 Tor(A’, G) for all 
reduced p-groups G. The characterization of pm ‘-‘-projective p-groups given 
by Fuchs and Irwin in (31 will be used in the construction and the 
verification of the example. We will use the notation and terminologie of (21. 
All groups will be p-primary Abelian groups for a fixed but arbitrary prime 
p. We will denote the cyclic group of order p” by Z(p”). 
THEOREM. There exist nonisomorphic ,4helian p-groups A and A’ such 
that A and A’ are pti’+’ -projectit’e and Tor(G, A) r Tor(G, A ‘) jbr all 
reduced Ahelian p-groups G. 
Construct A as follows. Let B, = oisw Z(p”+‘). Let C = @KOBo and c 
be the torsion completion of C (with respect to the p-adic topology). 
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Consider P = c]p] as a valued vector space with the valuation L! of elements 
in P being given by their heights in c. Note that P is the homomorphic 
image of a free valued vector space P’ = @xEl,(yx), where tl(~,) = c(x) and 
the homomorphism w: F’ + P is given by I = x (extending by linearity). 
Let F = @JXEp (zX) with p”(x)z, =y, be a free Abelian p-group such that 
F[p] = F’ as a valued vector space. Let K be a pure subgroup of F such that 
K[ p] = ker ~0. Define A = F/K[ p] and A ’ = B,) @ i4. We make the following 
observations. 
(I) A (and hence A’) is pe’-+ i-projective. 
(2) K/K1 p] is a pure subgroup of A. 
(3) A[p] z (K/Klp])[ p] @P as a valued vector space. 
(4) The nth Ulm invariant of F is zero if n is odd and hence the nth 
Ulm invariant of K is zero if n is odd (that is to say: F and K have no cyclic 
summands of even order). 
(5) If n is even the nth Ulm invariant of K is 2K~. 
(61 KIWPI g:pK is a direct sum of cyclic groups and the nth Uim 
invariant of K/K[ p ] is zero if n is even and 2K if n is odd (no cyclic 
summands of odd order). 
(‘7) The nth Ulm invariant of A is No if n is even and 2Kii if n is odd. 
The first observation follows from Nunke’s characterization in [ 6; of 
P w-i ‘-projective p-groups as extensions of elementary p-groups by direct 
sums of cyclic p-groups. Observation (2) is an elementary property of purity. 
Observation (3) follows from [3, p. 4641. Observation (4) is a consequence 
of the fact that if x E c] p] and x # 0 then the height of x in c is even and 
the fact that K is a pure subgroup of F. For observation (5) consider a 
decomposition c[ p] = P, @ P, @ - .. @ Pi @ P,?, where p*‘c[p j = Pi 0 
P “‘“c[pj for i<i and P”=pzitl~[p], Let xEP, and uEPT. Then 
4!x + Yu -yILU E ker ~0 =K[.pJ. Since @uEP1(yX --ty, --J’~+~) is direct as a 
vaiued vector space with v(y, +yu -yxta) L 2i we have that the 2ith Ulm 
invariant of K is >2No. Since IF] = 2KQ WC have the equality. Observation (6) 
follows from (5) and (7) is a consequence of (3) and (6). 
We will show that A and A ’ are not isomorphic. Suppose the contrary-. 
Then there exists an isomorphism w: A --+ A’. Identifying P with J’( p I/K] p 1 
we have that A/P and A’/P (considering A’ = B, @ A and P a subgroup of 
A) are direct sums of cyclic groups. Note that A’/(Pn v(P)) is a direct sum 
of cyclic groups (since it is the subdirect sum of A’/P and A’/y(P)), Thus as 
a valued vector space P = TO (P n v(P)), where T iz decomposable as a 
valued vector space (see Lemma 1 in 131). Since .P = C] p] this implies that 
the heights (or vaiuations) of elements in T are bounded; (The closure of 7 
in P with respect to the relative p-adic topology must be T.) In a simi.lar 
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manner one sees that P = U @ t,u-‘(Pn v/(P)), where the heights of the 
elements in U are bounded. Thus (K/K[p])[pJ 0 U z B,(p] 0 
(K/K[p])[p] @ T as a valued vector space. But the valued vector space on 
the right hand side of the isomorphism has elements with arbitrarily large 
even valuation whereas on the left this is not true, Thus A and A ’ are not 
isomorphic. 
Finally we show that Tor(G, A) z Tor(G, A’) for all reduced p-groups G. 
First observe that A [p” 1 z A ’ 1 p” ] f or all 0 < N E CII. Thus if G is a direct 
sum of cyclic groups, say, G = @ (x,) with 0(x,) = n,, then Tor(G, X) z 
Tor(@ (x,), X) z @ Tor((x,), X) z @ X[p”*]. Thus Tor(G, A) c 
Tor(G, A’) for G a direct sum of cyclic groups. 
Next suppose that G is an unbounded reduced p-group. Let B be a basic 
subgroup of G such that the rank of G/B is equal to the final rank of G (see 
[2, Theorem 35.61). Note that rk(G/B) > EC,,. If rk(G/B) < rk B, then by 
Lemma 1 of [I], we can write G = H@ L, where L is a subgroup of B, 
H n B is a basic subgroup of H and rk(H/(H n B)) > rk(H n B). Since Tor 
commutes with direct sums and Tor(L, A) z Tor(L, A’) we need only 
consider reduced p-groups G which have a basic subgroup B with rk(B) < 
rk(G/B). With this assumption consider the pure exact sequence 
O+B+G+@Z(p”)-+O, 
K 
where rk(B) < K > Ku. From this sequence we get the pure exact sequence 
O-+Tor(B,A)-+Tor(G,A)A@A+O. 
K 
Now for each 0 < i < w, A z Z(p’) @A. Thus we can write 
0, A = S @ T, where SE @Jiew (a,, Z(p”-I)) and Tz @,,A. ‘Now 
l-‘(S) = Tor(B, A) @ S’ with S’ z S. (Use the purity of Tor(B, A) and the 
fact that S is a direct sum of cyclic groups.) Since K’(r) n S’ = 0 and 
il-‘(T)+S’=Tor(G,A) we have Tor(G, A) z S @ I-‘(T). Next observe 
that Tor(G, A’) = Tor(G, B, @A) 2 aiew G[p*‘+ ‘1 @ Tor(G, A). Also 
@Jieco Glp”” ‘1 2 aieh, I(@K0KiZ(p2is2)) 0 (@,Z(p” ‘-‘))I, where k’i is 
the ith Ulm invariant of, G. Since rci < K and K > EC, we can conclude that 
(oic, G] $‘+‘I) @ S z S. Therefore Tor(G,A) z Tor(G, A’). 
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